Old Business

   a. Should I hold Library ALL or Library RIS trainings?
2. Earth Sciences Location – James is investigating, long-term project.
3. Early American Imprints records loaded.
4. JSCC okayed deleting lapsed subscription ebooks.
5. New location for Lambuth Archives

New Business

1. Using QR codes to highlight new TBR eBooks in sparse areas of collection
   a. Call number range only, like: http://libguides.lib.uci.edu/content.php?pid=35871&sid=1279288
2. Coverage Load - Proposal to delete all.
   a. Concerns?
   b. Timeline?
   a. Concerns?
   b. Timeline/training?
4. New location for microform guides? Or change mczmf to 2nd floor Microforms & Guides?
   a. Mczmf – 2nd floor Microforms
   b. Mczmc – 2nd floor Microcards
5. Encore Duet as landing page for public access computers.
   a. Questions/Concerns?
6. Law updates?
7. RDA Database Enrichment
   a. Concerns? Preferences?
   b. Questions?